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WHO ARE WE?
 

C & D Pet Products and their subsidiary The
Pooch Beauty Salon are a small family business
based in Melbourne, Victoria.

We asked ourselves how do we develop pet
products, for example colognes, shampoo and
deodorants, that can be sold at a comparable
price point to similar product categories for
humans. It’s a problem we set about
investigating and we found a solution.

After several years of extensive research
conducted by industrial chemists and the
Victorian University, we have developed a
range of pet products that are safe and
exceptional value. We conducted a six month
trial in large scale 'shopping centres' and with
invaluable customer feedback we have
developed a dog cologne (pet deodoriser)
range that is both affordable and popular.



Minimise unwanted odours with a variety 

Pleasant long lastingand refreshing.

PET DEODORISER & GROOMING MIST
 

of fragrances including, Baby Powder, Baby
Powder, Vanilla, Mango Flower, Lavender, 
Fresh Coconut, and Berry Forest.





Everyday Shampoo is naturally perfect for
delivering a gentle cleanse and moisturise
to all coat types.
Adds shine and body to all coat types while
increasing manageability.
Your dog will look and smell great.
All natural ingredients.
High quality.
Affordable shampoo.

PET SHAMPOO





EXTRA MOISTURE  PET CONDITIONER

Keep your dogs coat in top condition.
All Purpose Conditioner is crafted for use on
all breeds and coats to revitalise hair and
skin.
Remoisturises, releases undercoat, loosens
tangles and helps eliminate static.





PET WHITE SHAMPOO

Give your dog's white blaze a brighter clean 

The perfect choice for deep, thorough, yet
gentle cleaning of animals with white coats

Deodorises, removes stains and yellowing.  
Leaves hair lustrous and shiny.
Extreme concentration creates great value. 
Long-lasting results leave animals looking,
feeling and smelling great long after ALPHA
WHITE™ is used. 
Humectant and emollient rich formula 

PET WHITE SHAMPOO
 

       & brilliant shine. 

       or markings. 

        enriches the animal's hair and skin. 





DE SHEDDING SHAMPOO
 

A naturally based shampoo for use on double-
coated and shedding breeds. 
It has been formulated to help release the
undercoat and assist in the do-moulting
process. 
It contains natural essential oils to stimulate
follicles to release hair while moisturising and
hydrating the skin. 
Has a lovely fresh lily and pomegranate
fragrance.





PET SENSITIVE SHAMPOO

Sensitive Shampoo a naturally based gentle
cosmetic shampoo concentrate. 
It is tearless, non-irritating and has a low
allergen delicious crisp apple fragrance. 
Great for puppies and kittens, perfect for
safely washing animals faces and super
sensitive animals. 
The low allergen fragrance makes it safe
also for owners who suffer allergies. 
Brightens whites and highlights natural coat
colours. 
Thoroughly cleanses and deodorises the
skin and coat.
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